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WORK ∕∕ WIN ∕∕ PLAY

WORK 
Working Game is part of labor market: 
For companies, employees and partners.  

Game
Working Game, a video game platform dedicated to 
the world of work.

Earn
Financial: a new source of income for workers
Human: the challenge, a source of motivation
Strategic: leisure, a source of new prospects



French startup

Digital currency

"Work to earn" platform

Source of income

Valuation and commitment



Working Game is a Marketplace dedicated to professional 
video games that creates financial value through users, 
redeemable through a cryptocurrency based on 
Blockchain technology.
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Our mission
Professionalizing the gamification of the business world.

Our ambition 
Valuing employment and work well done, through virtual rewards 
that create value, through actions or purchases. 

LET’S PLAY AT WORK 
User-workers find a new source of income through gaming.
With the accomplished missions within Working Game, they obtain 
rewards in the form of digital currency to be used on the dedicated 
store or Marketplace.

LET’S WORK BY PLAYING
The Working Game model can, not only be applied to all industry 
activity, but is able to support the emergence of a new qualified and 
playful.
Therefore the future of business is decentralized, gamified and 
engaged.

A WIN-WIN gamefication



Challenge
Make leisure a source of new customers and make the 
challenge a source of motivation and results
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Gaming, a business opportunity

The game, a creator of commitment
Through gamification, Working Game revolutionises the 
relationship with quality in work, a benefit that creates value. A 
study conducted by the consulting firm BAIN & Company on 
companies details the link between employees commitment, 
their enthusiasm and the performance of the company they work 
for. 

Closing: margins are twice as high 

77 % employees
and 
70 % of executives do not feel valued. 

NUMBER OF COMPANIES IN THE OECD BY NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES IN 2019
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5-year exponential growth plan

Working game adapts
to each type of business activity.

Will allow a very fast and targeted development of each 
company’s business sectors.

It will be launched based on 3 video game models placed on the 
platform.

• Video games designed by Working Game for
small businesses

• Video games created by third parties for companies
• Third party generated vidéo games for traninig/loyalty purposes.

Please note that only corporations will be in position to acquire 
tokens directly from Working Game, under certain conditions, in 
order to offer EVENTS and MISSIONS in the video games placed 
on the platform. 
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WIN WIN

Use the game in your business to improve the engagement of 
your employees, customers, prospects and suppliers.

Enable very fast and targeted development in every business area 
of the company.

With gamefication : 

So gaming is not an end in itself: it aims to push the user to feel 
engaged and embraced strategic goals.

BENEFITS
• Social and financial reward for users not
subject to contribution

• An incentive to act 
• Creation of habits that generate traffic in shop 
• A turnkey gamified customer loyalty program
• Users (employees) create value by using 
blockchain
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players

The model has been specifically designed to benefit early 
investors and will offer increase profitability opportunities as 
businesses take advantage of Working Game ecosystem.
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How it works

The Working Game model is based on 6 Pillars over time:

The innovative business model of Working Game creates value 
based on user tasks.
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Gamification :

A tool for tomorrow's businesses.

Through  corporates gamification, employees will be motivated by 
the desire to earn something and complete a challenge. In 
furthermore, the manner in which they must perform the 
assigned task will be purposely facilitated. The trigger will thus 
allow the user to complete the task they have started to 
accomplish.

Applying gamification within company offers many benefits and 
new sources of margins. Organizations who choose to apply these 
techniques will have huge competitive advantages in the digital 
society of the future.
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Security
Well aware that the Working Game model will involve access to 
company data, we need to choose a reliable and transparent 
system for company security and reliability. 

Organization of blockchains

The proof of mission is an internal Working Game consensus 
allowing a high data processing rate between trusted third 
parties. And allow access to company data in a secure and totally 
transparent way for all stakeholders.
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WORKING GOLD 

A blockchain oriented only on 
financial transactions.

A lot of employees means a lot of $WKC out there. So we needed 
a more adaptive digital currency for high-value financial 
transactions.

Creating value based only on actual user actions.

The creation of Working Gold will be done solely through the 
exchange by users of video games on the platform.   

The creation of new Working crypto-assets will only be done 
against Working coin for a ratio of 1 in 200.

A consensus dedicated to financial transactions

Because of its "unique" use, it relies on systems that are much 
simpler to create and much more easily secured. 

The goal of this blockchain will be to have a very high transaction 
rate. 

Cross-chain swaps will work with as many blockchains as 
possible, making up the current crypto-asset ecosystem.

Stable stock market valuation, thanks to its  integration into  
physical reality.
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WORKING COIN

A crypto-asset of real non-financial production value

It is acquired in return for a service provided to companies. In the 
simplest case, the service rendered consists of carrying out tasks 
for the company (fidelity/respect of deadlines/collaborative 
work/punctuality).

Thus, each company, depositing an application on our platform 
will be allocated a number of $ WKC redistributed, according to 
the predefined missions with Working Game, to its users, and 
according to the size of the company.

Bring your business a new motto
the digital token

In our ecosystem there are :

The main token, known as the Working coin 
$WKC that quantifies the value of the entire 
ecosystem.

The specific token, so-called game token
gaming or dedicated to businesses which are 
tokens used to play different games on the 
platform by a business

When designing and planning the token economy, Working 
Game saw the elements of diversity and sustainability as its 
fundamental principles.

WIN WITH WORKING GAME

An NFT platform interconnected to video games

Working Game provides a set of tools to use

An exchange portfolio manager
and assets
Working Game provides an easy to use portfolio 
manager for a range of assets including
cryptocurrency NFTs.
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Distribution initiale de working coin 

The key feature of the initial distribution of Working coin $WKC is 
that it provides for 61% of the bid to be put into the redistribution 
system. This will result in a uniform distribution to the salary 
value.

Another important allocation will be to provide liquidity to the 
decentralised trading platform. This will enable the Working 
Game team to build a strong WKC cash pool. 

The allocation to the team and consultants will be spread over a 
number of years, the aim being to do it intelligently so that it 
supports the long-term commitment of the team and consultants. 
In any case, this model will not affect short-term profits. 

The allocation for marketing and airdrops will bring new clients 
and investors into the innovative Working Game ecosystem.

Ultimately, this will only be a starting point, the Working Coin 
business model will draw a new scenario over the years where we 
will have a substantial burn budget portfolio, a generous staking 
reward portfolio and a robust cash flow to support long term 
success. Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free 
version)
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Initial distribution for Working coin 
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your mission if however you accept it
The initial offer is set at 2.4 billion $WKC. The business model of the 
crypto-asset has a dual mechanism for burning $WKC. This 
guarantees both the scarcity of the Working gold cryptocurrency, 
and a high level of reward over time.

Burn 
There are two burn wallets 

One wallet fed by converting $WKC into working gold for a ration 
of 1/200, all $WKC except those going into the Working Game 
wallets will be burned in full upon exchange.

The second mission burn wallet. When an employee does not 
complete missions for his employer, the allocated tokens will be 
burned.

Strick
Each mission, previously assigned by Working Game, carried out 
by a collaborator, strikes a token of $WKC.

Working Coin’s 5 Year Supply Plan
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3,2, 1 …GO ! 

It is to ensure a fair distribution of 11% of the offer that we will 
sequence the presale/private sale in several phases in order to allow 
our investor audience to grow organically.

This presale system will attract a large public of investors who will 
be the main long-term supporters of the project.

The presales and private sale will allow the first investors to be able 
to hold Working Gold at its release.

Distribution of funds raised during the pre-sale
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GAMERS 

Christophe GOUMAN 
Founder and President of Working Game
Player: Casual
Strength: strategy
Smartphone favorite weapon
Working Coins : 

Osvaldo COCUCCI
Working game technical leader
Player: Warned
Strength: shrewd
Favorite Weapon: Screwdriver
Working Coins :

Bedino TOM
System development engineer
Player :  Regular
Strength: geeky
Favorite Weapon: computer
Working Coins : 

Steven Doyon
Human Resources Director
Player: weekend
Strength: profile
Favorite weapon: Social media
Working Coins :
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GAMERS 

Bisous Agency 
Communication agency
Player: Beginner
Strength: speed
Favorite weapon: Illustrator
Working Coins : 

Benjamin auvaro
Marketing consultant
Player: occasional
Strength: Observer
Weapon: marketing tools
Working Coins :  

Vistalid
web agency
Player: regular
Strength: quick click
Weapon: digital
Working Coins : 

Crédit Agricole Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur
Bank
Player: expert
Strength: Strategy
Weapon: silver
Working Coins : 

Axis Groupe
Accounting firm
Player: expert
Strength: accounting
Weapon: spreadsheet
Working Coins : 
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Phase 1 : 
Pre-sales

Company formation
Market research and feasibility study

Validation and creation of business 
model

Team building
Strategic marketing creation

Establishment of a 5-year plan and 
vision

Phase 4 : 
Launch of blockchain

Certik audit
Strategic partnership

Listing $WKG exchange
Listing $WKC exchange

Pre-commercial campaign
Expantion team

Phase 5 : 
Platform launch

WG games strategic area
Launch NFT

Post campaign
Announcement artist partnership

TV commercial campaign
Expansion equipped

Strategic crypto and gaming 
partnership

Phase 2 :
White Paper
Website v1
Pre-sales
White list opening
Prototype and development of 
blockchain system
Team expansion

Phase 3 :
Pre-sale
Private sale/ico
Pre-marketing campaign
Pre-commercial campaign
Commercial site launch
Airdrop
Platform development

Phase 6 :
GROWTH publisher partnership
International GROWTH
Addition of games strategic sector
Publication given
Expansion of international team 
Company conference

Pre-sale Company creation Market study R&d feasibility Validation and creation of business model Team training Strategic marketi
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Track your performance in real time

Your performance 
introduces intuitive 
reading
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Spend your earnings
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Progress in a game through your work
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Challenge yourself, and be rewarded for your efforts




